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Abstract. Minimal invasive surgery and interventions promise a number of advantages for the patient.
The biggest one is a reduced trauma for the patient, at the cost of a limited view for the physician. The
project MEDARPA offers Augmented Reality (AR) technology to enhance the real view of the surgeon
with pre-operatively acquired medical data from 3D imaging modalities.
During the last three years, a group of clinical, medical engineering and research partners has designed
and implemented a prototype of an AR-enhanced navigation support system for minimal invasive interventions. It comprises of a transparent display device ’AR window’, a hybrid tracking system, navigation
support and a volume rendering system for medical 3D images.
The system has been designed for a variety of medical applications. For the proof of concept cardiosurgery, radio oncology and pneumology scenarios have been considered. This paper gives an overview
of the system design and its evaluation.

1 Introduction
Minimal invasive operation techniques have become more important and more accepted in the last 15 years.
While offering obvious advantages for the patient such as reduced access trauma, faster postoperative recovery and better cosmetic result, these techniques confront the surgeon with a restricted view of the region
of intervention. The application of Augmented Reality (AR) techniques is most promising and it offers a
solution to minimise or even overcome the problem of the physician’s limited visual perception.
However, many AR approaches are using Head Mounted Displays (HMD) for the fusion of the real and
the virtual scene, either as variants with video see-through or as optical see-through. Although HMDs can
be an appropriate choice as a display system in many application areas like maintenance, training etc., most
surgeons tend not to accept these devices. A likely cause is correlated to the reduced flexibility in movements
and to ergonomic constraints. The project MEDARPA (Medical Augmented Reality for Patients) described
here addresses these issues by assembling a novel HMD-less AR System using a transparent display, here
called an AR window, for Computer Aided Surgery (CAS) and minimal invasive interventions in general.
As a major field of activity for AR applications, a lot of work has been invested in the medical domain
already. Early approaches that provided an ’x-ray view’ to the physician can be found among others in [1],
[2], [3], [4]. Some of the early applications date back until fifteen years ago, but a number of new AR
navigation prototypes for CAS have been developed in the recent years. The tracking systems used for these
applications cover electromagnetic as well as optical devices [5], [6], [7]. Trials similar to our AR window
approach were made using a half-silvered mirror, which is both transparent and reflective [8], [9], [10], the
later providing the user with a stereoscopic view using shutter glasses.
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An alternative technique for the generation of stereoscopic displays has been proposed in [11] but this
auto stereoscopic technique is not applicable for transparent displays. Other approaches such as proposed
in [12] use a surgical microscope for augmentation or make investigations to integrate a holographic screen
[13], [14].

2 System and Components
This section describes the hardware set-up of the AR system and its integration into the clinical environment.
Figure 1 depicts different aspects of the system. Its usage requires preparation in the image data acquisition

Fig. 1. System overview including components
(boxes), work flow (horizontal) and technical layers
(vertical).

Fig. 2. Set-up of the AR system in an operation theatre.

phase. In order to allow a patient registration in the operational phase, small spherical markers visible in
the image data have to be attached to the patient. Following the data acquisition phase, the pre-processing
of the image data is performed. This includes detection and identification of the markers in the computer
tomography (CT) Image, definition of the area of treatment and/or target regions and the creation of the 3D
patient model that is used for the augmentation. The third and final step is the operational use of the system’s
functionality for the treatment, including patient registration, augmentation and navigation support.
The technological layers of the system are also shown in figure 1. The tracking and input layer contains
the components for the determination of poses of the instruments, the physician, the display and the patient,
i.e. the two different tracking systems, as well as the input device controller for the supported types of
interaction. In the layer called ’registration’ and ’controlling’ the functionality to process all 3D data and
provide the registration procedures are enclosed. The visualisation and modelling layer includes components
for the pre-processing of the acquired medical image data and for their visualisation in the correct perspective
for the physician performing the medical treatment.

3 Hardware Set-up
All components of the AR system are embedded in or attached to a trolley. On top of the trolley a swivel arm
holds the transparent display, the main component of the system. Figure 2 shows a test set-up of the system
in an operation theatre. The swivel arm enables the physician to easily move the transparent display to the
desired place such that the patient can be observed in the usual manner. The physician’s view to the patient is
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enhanced with the superimposed virtual information prepared during the pre-processing phase. The positions
and orientations of the patient, the instrument, the display and the surgeon’s viewpoint are continuously
determined in order to provide the correct virtual overlay. This is performed by a hybrid tracking system
combining an optical and an electromagnetic tracking system. This approach allows the utilisation of the
specific strengths of the different tracking systems with respect to the task that needs to be performed.
For the optical tracking, the EOS system [15], developed at the ZGDV, is used. It consists of a stereo
camera system equipped with infrared filters. Similar video-based tracking systems have been introduced
in [16], [17], [18] and few are also available on the market [19], [20]. These two cameras are mounted on
a stand attached to the trolley. Due to EOS’ flexibility in camera placement, an optimised placement was
determined to minimise the amount of occlusions while tracking display and surgeon. Tests of the optical
tracking system showed a statistical position accuracy of approx. 1mm for this set-up, covering an interaction
volume of 1.5m by 0.8m by 1m (width, depth, height). EOS simultaneously tracks several six degrees of
freedom sensors in form of rigid bodies based on infrared markers. Active infrared landmarks are attached
to the display and the physician’s glasses. They build up the sensors for the optical position and orientation
tracking. In favour of the optical solution, an electromagnetic (EM) tracking system [21] has been chosen
to track the medical instrument used for the intervention. This approach avoids any problems with potential
occlusions when used below the display.

Fig. 4. The virtual overlay of the instrument changes
colours: red for non-correct direction to target region,
yellow for correct direction to target region and green,
if the instrument’s tip hits the target region.
Fig. 3. AR window, the user navigates inside an anthropomorphic phantom to the red target region. The
instrument has a green overlay.

The transparent display has been designed and implemented in the MEDARPA project. It is based on
a modified TFT screen. Due to the currently available display technology the transparency is limited. The
transparency can be improved by supplying sufficient illumination to the observed scene. The display can be
moved freely within a working volume of at least 2m3 .
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4 Typical Scenario
The AR system is intended for three clinical scenarios. The first is a cardio-surgical scenario, in which
the system helps to find the optimal position for ports needed for totally endoscopic coronary artery bypass(TECAB) grafting. In the second scenario, the system is used for bronchoscopic puncture of suspicious
regions. In the last scenario, the system offers assistance for the navigation of brachytherapy catheters within
the patient’s body. Brachytherapy means radiotherapy very close to a tumour area or inside a tumour. For
the latter, catheters, e.g. metal needles or plastic tubes have to be implanted. Prior to this procedure, some
(e.g. nine) computer tomography (CT)-markers are fixed on the patient’s skin and a CT scan of the region of
interest is done. During the preplanning process, organs at risk are defined as well as the tumour area. Target
regions within the tumour can be defined for optimal catheter navigation. As soon as the patient is in place
and sedated, the system’s set-up can be started. The patient is registered to the system using the CT-markers.
After dis-infection of the skin, the display can be placed above the region of interest. The catheter is fixed on
the handle with the electromagnetic (EM) tracker. The display and the physician are tracked by the optical
tracking system, while the patient and the handle are tracked by the EM system. Guided by the AR view
through the display, the physician starts the needle implantation.

5 Navigation support
Due to the lack of available display technology, the transparent display does not offer a stereoscopic view
for the surgeon. However, to compensate this lack of stereoscopic depth perception head movement and
principles like occlusion or collision between virtual objects are utilised. To ease up the task of navigation,
a special colour feedback is provided; the colour of the virtual instrument changes depending on its position
and direction to the target regions. Figure 4 shows three steps of navigation in the volume data set of a virtual
patient. Small blue spheres are the virtual image of the markers, needed for registration, larger red spheres,
only visible in the third step, are the defined target regions. In the first step the instrument is pointing into
an arbitrary direction and therefore coloured in red. The instrument changes colour to yellow, when it is
pointing into one of the target directions. This allows moving the instrument straight into the direction of
target region by taking care, that the instrument is always displayed in yellow. If the target region is reached,
the virtual instrument changes its colour to green.
An additional optional navigation support is a triangle that is spanned between the virtual instrument’s
tip, the target region and a point on the virtual elongation of the instrument. If the instrument is pointing in
direction of the target region, the triangle is reduced to a line and barely visible, the more it is pointing into
a wrong direction, the larger the triangle gets.

6 Evaluation and Test Reports
Among other properties, the achievable overall accuracy is one of the most important ones for a medical system. In fact, specifying an overall accuracy value for the complete system is not an easy task, but accuracies
can be given for special aspects of the system as for navigation or the quality of the overlay in the view of
the surgeon.
As mentioned in section 2, a hybrid tracking system combining an optical and an electromagnetic system determines poses of the display, the physician’s glasses, instruments and the patient. Figure 5 gives an
overview how the accuracies depend on the tracking systems and registration procedures. When an object is
tracked, normally offsets between sensors and e.g. the tip of an instrument need to be calculated, inducing a
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Fig. 5. Errors, induced by the different tracking systems and registration procedures. Arrow direction
means ’depends on’.

Fig. 6. Patient registration by moving the concave tip
of the registration device to spherical markers on the
patient’s body.

new source of errors. In addition, the rotation error of the tracking system increases. Practically speaking, the
larger the distance between an instrument’s sensor and the instrument’s tip is, the larger will be the position
error at the tip of the instrument. In figure 5 this additional error is included in ’Accuracy of Electromagnetic
Tracking’.
In the following, we focus on giving a value for the navigation accuracy, depending on the patient registration and the accuracy of the instrument, as introduced above. The accuracy or quality of the overlays
is difficult to measure in an objective way and differs for every person. However, our case, the overlay
quality is a less critical issue in contrast to the navigation accuracy. A first evaluation of the system in the
brachytherapy scenario was published in [22].
6.1 Registration and Positioning of the Patient
Before the AR system is ready to be used in the medical treatment procedure, the patient is registered by
moving the registration device to the spherical markers attached to the patient’s body. These markers were
attached before the patient is scanned and their position in the virtual patient model is identified in the
pre-processing step (see [23]). Figure 6 depicts the registration of one marker with the registration device.
After all marker positions are recorded, the virtual patient can be registered to the physical patient by
registering two 3D point sets. This procedure is described in more detail in [24]. Table 1 shows representative
results from this registration procedure under laboratory conditions.
In this test series nine markers were attached to an anthropomorphic phantom, which was placed in a
distance of approximately 300mm from the electromagnetic emitter. Ten registrations were performed. The
mean and max errors are results, calculated after each test as quality value. The translation and the rotation
(not shown here) results are used for the alignment of the virtual patient model in the AR system.
The mean error of the ten tests is with 1.21mm very close to the standard deviation of the translations
with 1.17mm, such that the mean error is seen as a reliable quality value. Furthermore, this error corresponds
to the accuracy of the electromagnetic tracking system and is therefore within our expectations of a good
patient registration.
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From a practical point of view, the number of the spherical markers should be minimised in order to
make the registration as comfortable as possible for the surgeon. Several test in the clinical environment
showed, that the accuracy of the registration decreases strongly, if less than six markers are used. In general
eight to ten markers are a good basis for the registration procedure.
6.2 Navigation Error
To evaluate the accuracy of the navigation several needles are inserted into a patient under AR navigation
support and their positions are stored by the system. After the insertion, a second control CT scan is recorded.
Registering the two CT scans to each other now allows a very precise evaluation, how close the needles were
inserted to the defined target regions. Table 2 shows the results of such tests, performed in two different
hospitals. The distance between instrument’s sensor and its needle’s tip was in the first test approx. 150mm
and in the second test approx. 225mm. The mean error of the measurements is 6.3mm, respectively 9.8mm,
which we denote the overall navigation error.
mean error
[mm]
1
1.72
2
0.86
3
0.86
4
1.42
5
0.76
6
1.51
7
1.46
8
0.88
9
1.48
10
1.11
mean 1.21
stddev 0.349
max 1.72

test

max error
[mm]
3.3
1.97
1.61
2.65
1.34
3.18
3.04
1.32
2.58
1.90
2.29
0.756
3.3

translation
[mm]
277.8 190.4 497.8
276.7 189.8 499.0
276.7 189.4 499.8
277.5 190.2 497.5
277.3 189.0 499.4
276.9 190.6 497.2
277.8 190.1 497.8
276.7 189.3 499.0
277.4 190.1 497.7
277.0 189.2 498.3
277.18 189.81 498.3
1.174
1.505

Frankfurt Offenbach
hospital hospital
needle length[mm]
≈ 150
≈ 225
number of meas.
15
16
mean error at tip[mm]
6.3
8.9
minimal error[mm]
4.7
3.4
maximal error[mm]
9.3
12.8
stddev of errors[mm]
1.3
2.5
Table 2. Results from ten alignments in the same setup
with an anthropomorphic phantom with nine markers.

Table 1. Results from ten alignments in the same setup
with an anthropomorphic phantom with nine markers.

Ignoring the major disturbances (see e.g. section 6.3) of the EM tracking system, the navigation error
is basically influenced by the accuracy of the registration, the accuracy of the calibration of the instrument
(distance sensor to needle’s tip), the position accuracy of the sensor and the rotation accuracy of the sensor.
The registration accuracy and the position accuracy of the sensor are both independent of the type of instrument and we expect approx. 1.5mm for both (see section 6.1). In contrast, the error induced by the rotation
accuracy of the sensor and the accuracy of the calibration of the instrument both depend on the length of the
needle to be used. An increasing length of the needle causes a higher loss of accuracy. The rotation error of
the EM tracking system is specified with 0.5◦ . Therefore the position error at the tip of a needle, which is
150mm remote from the sensor, is increased by approx. 1.3mm, for a needle with 225mm by approx. 2.0mm.
Similar values are supposed for the accuracy of the calibration of the instrument. Additional problems arise,
if the instrument is very flexible.
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Summing up these theoretical values the navigation error at the tip of a 150mm instrument would be
5.6mm and at the tip of a 225mm instrument 7.0mm.
6.3 General Experiences in Hospital
Major disturbances of the EM tracking system could be observed when using the MEDARPA system next to
a computer tomography device or close to high voltage cables. Minor disturbances were seen in the operation
room. These findings led to a modification of the brachytherapy scenario. Initially, it was planned to use the
system and the CT in parallel during the implantation procedure for the verification of the catheter positions.
In an undisturbed environment the systems is easy to handle and needs - after installation - 6 minutes (3.510.0) for the set-up (calibration of tracking systems and registration of the phantom/patient). The prototype
enables the physician to implant brachytherapy-catheters guided by the AR view. Target regions can be
reached either freehand or guided by the navigation support tools. The puncture of organs at risk can be
avoided. The system is furthermore useful for the training of unexperienced physicians.

7 Realization Potential, Outlook
The first tests show that the concept of the system is useful to support planning of interventions and training
purposes. The AR system itself is not only designed for the planning of minimal invasive cardiac interventions or needle implantation in brachytherapy, but as a generic system for several medical domains, including
navigation support.
Upcoming display technologies should allow improving the display quality in the near future. Alternatives like projecting the virtual augmentations directly on the skin of a patient is one of the visions for a
future system, making AR even more user friendly and seamlessly integrated into the real environment.
The accuracy of the navigation of about 6.3mm for a needle with length of approx. 150mm is not fully
satisfying yet, but has already been considered a useful ’add-on’ for existing interventional procedures. We
expect to be able to reduce the navigation error to around 4mm within the existing set-up and a needle of approx. 150mm length. Furthermore the flexible software architecture of our system allows an easy integration
of new tracking technologies, as soon as they are available. Given a higher accuracy of the tracking systems,
we expect increased accuracy of the overall system.
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